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Currently,remote electric power supervisory SCADA system,mainly to complete 
data transmission of romote control, telesignalling data,remote adjustment,remote 
measurement.As the monitoring technology applys deeper,video information on the 
comprehensive judgment of power distribution information is becoming more and 
more important.When the error of power distributing station occurs, the image is the 
best record of the current situation and image information can be assisted to determine 
that whether there is equipment failure or human error.Setting video channel 
sepecially for the monitoring system will cost a lot.So,in the substation automation 
system with the cable anti-theft alarm system,hybrid multiplexing of SCADA data 
transmission and image transmission is a better solution. 
This paper gives the net framework of the remote electric power supervisory 
SCADA system,introduces the acquisition method of the SCADA data and the image 
data.Based on the message format of power monitoring CDT protocol,this paper 
expands the communication protocol and designs one method to solve the problem of 
hybrid multipleing of SCADA data transmission and image transmission.A header 
which uses to distinguish data types added to each message and the SCADA data and 
the image data follow the header.This method makes the SCADA data and image data 
can be transmitted simultaneously in the same communication channel.According to 
the principle that data transmits in the network and the principle of Windows 
Sockets ,this paper designs the communication program of Upper and Lower with 
Visual C++6.0.Next, a simulation system will be established in the lab and the tests of 
the communication program will be finished.The test content includes “four remote” 
funtions and remote viewing.The results show that,SCADA data and image data can 
be hybrid transmitted in this simulation system. 
The main work and innovation: 
1.Describes the development of electric power automatization system and 
emergence and development of power remote monitoring system. 
2. Based on the message format of power monitoring CDT protocol,this paper 
expands the communication protocol and designs one method to solve the problem of 
hybrid multipleing of SCADA data transmission and image transmission. 















of Windows Sockets ,this paper designs the communication program of Upper and 
Lower with Visual C++6.0. 
4.The tests of the communication program show that, SCADA data and image 
data can be transmitted simultaneously in the same communication channel. 
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